1) In regard to Lot corner 27-28

It should be noted that I visited the site of the corner post (as noted by a man named Willard in the township's original records). Having marked the post, I was able to determine the exact location of the corner post, which was marked with the letter "CS". By counting the growth rings, it was determined that the post had been set in place about 15 to 20 years ago.

Assuming Billie Anderson, the surveyor who set the post, had marked the post, I inquired for information from the Creek people but could not find him. His records were scattered among the Tilla Co. Co. records. It is hoped that John can still come up with the record.

2) Enclosed is my Tilla Co. surveyor’s notebook record of the Lot

corner in question Book 19 page 47

3) 1/4 between 26-27

A post was not on the Creek records. At the corner point on old blazed lines, the recorded distance from a mark 1 1/4 e.w. to the north post did not yield the recorded stone but the solid post post lying on the ground with part 7/8 driven into the ground. A string of old blazes run north to the next section corner while I found the proper dimensioned stone as on recorded with a solid post post lying at its base. This identical lot of evidence makes the 1/4 far post more substantial as evidence of cor. post.